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If you want a handy guide to the small-scale interventions that are in vogue theseIf you want a handy guide to the small-scale interventions that are in vogue these

days for urban America — from parklets to pop-ups to cultural programming — days for urban America — from parklets to pop-ups to cultural programming — aa

newly released “action plan” newly released “action plan” for downtown San Francisco is a valuable place tofor downtown San Francisco is a valuable place to

start.start.

If you also want a document that offers a realistic blueprint for bringing the city’sIf you also want a document that offers a realistic blueprint for bringing the city’s

Financial District back to life, keep looking.Financial District back to life, keep looking.

A man walks past pigeons in an empty Mechanics Plaza along Market Street near Battery Street in San Francisco.A man walks past pigeons in an empty Mechanics Plaza along Market Street near Battery Street in San Francisco.
Jessica Christian/The ChronicleJessica Christian/The Chronicle
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That’s the challenge in trying to gauge the merits of the often-inventive PublicThat’s the challenge in trying to gauge the merits of the often-inventive Public

Realm Action Plan released this week by Downtown SF, a business nonprofit thatRealm Action Plan released this week by Downtown SF, a business nonprofit that

provides services to 43 blocks stretching from Jackson Square south past Marketprovides services to 43 blocks stretching from Jackson Square south past Market

Street almost to the Embarcadero.Street almost to the Embarcadero.

It’s a smart assessment of how streets and outdoor spaces in the tower-studdedIt’s a smart assessment of how streets and outdoor spaces in the tower-studded

terrain could evolve in coming years. It also concedes that, 28 months after we wereterrain could evolve in coming years. It also concedes that, 28 months after we were

all told to go home and shelter in place to ward off the coronavirus, barely half ofall told to go home and shelter in place to ward off the coronavirus, barely half of

the district’s workforce has returned to their offices.the district’s workforce has returned to their offices.

And that’s the problem: What frames negative perceptions of the Financial DistrictAnd that’s the problem: What frames negative perceptions of the Financial District

right now right now are empty storefronts are empty storefronts and mostly vacant high-rises, not the lack of shadyand mostly vacant high-rises, not the lack of shady

A pedestrian walks past a building for lease inside a sunken public plaza surrounding One Bush Street at the corner ofA pedestrian walks past a building for lease inside a sunken public plaza surrounding One Bush Street at the corner of
Market and Sutter streets in San Francisco.Market and Sutter streets in San Francisco.
Jessica Christian/The ChronicleJessica Christian/The Chronicle
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trees or lunchtime concerts.trees or lunchtime concerts.

To their credit, the people behind the plan acknowledge that their vision to activateTo their credit, the people behind the plan acknowledge that their vision to activate

dormant sidewalks is just one piece of a much larger puzzle.dormant sidewalks is just one piece of a much larger puzzle.

“This is not going to solve all the issues downtown; we know that,” said Claude“This is not going to solve all the issues downtown; we know that,” said Claude

Imbault, deputy director of the nonprofit. “This is a tool to start the conversation.”Imbault, deputy director of the nonprofit. “This is a tool to start the conversation.”

The plan draws heavily on what’s known in planning circles as tactical urbanism,The plan draws heavily on what’s known in planning circles as tactical urbanism,

where the aim is to jump-start an area’s potential with small enticements ratherwhere the aim is to jump-start an area’s potential with small enticements rather

than wait for large-scale investments. The idea is that plenty of people working andthan wait for large-scale investments. The idea is that plenty of people working and

living nearby are eager to explore the civic landscape, if they have a reason to do so.living nearby are eager to explore the civic landscape, if they have a reason to do so.



Of the six areas targeted by Downtown SF as potential spots to focus on short-term,Of the six areas targeted by Downtown SF as potential spots to focus on short-term,

the so-called Market Oasis gives a taste of what upgrades are envisioned — and thethe so-called Market Oasis gives a taste of what upgrades are envisioned — and the

challenge of pulling some of them off.challenge of pulling some of them off.

The oasis would transform the north side of Market between Sansome and FrontThe oasis would transform the north side of Market between Sansome and Front

streets, a concentrated dose of what sets the Financial District apart from otherstreets, a concentrated dose of what sets the Financial District apart from other

neighborhoods. Ignore the vacant storefronts, look up instead, and the neighborhoods. Ignore the vacant storefronts, look up instead, and the 29-story29-story

Shell Building Shell Building thrusts skyward with 1920s aplomb directly across from One Bushthrusts skyward with 1920s aplomb directly across from One Bush

St., 20 stories of St., 20 stories of bespoke midcentury modernbespoke midcentury modern..

For history buffs there’s the Mechanics Monument, a muscle-bound celebration ofFor history buffs there’s the Mechanics Monument, a muscle-bound celebration of

labor by sculptor Douglas Tilden from 1901. The shell of a 1910 banking templelabor by sculptor Douglas Tilden from 1901. The shell of a 1910 banking temple

A pedestrian walks past a staircase leading to a sunken public plaza surrounding One Bush Street at the corner of MarketA pedestrian walks past a staircase leading to a sunken public plaza surrounding One Bush Street at the corner of Market
and Sutter streets in San Francisco.and Sutter streets in San Francisco.
Jessica Christian/The ChronicleJessica Christian/The Chronicle
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holds one of the district’s most prominent holds one of the district’s most prominent privately owned public spacesprivately owned public spaces, which, which

are required by the city in new commercial development projects.are required by the city in new commercial development projects.

The action plan would enliven the scene via “an improved experience of significantThe action plan would enliven the scene via “an improved experience of significant

public spaces” — one that would include colorful tables and chairs, planters filledpublic spaces” — one that would include colorful tables and chairs, planters filled

with flowers and trees, light projections at night and lunchtime concerts or otherwith flowers and trees, light projections at night and lunchtime concerts or other

events throughout the week.events throughout the week.

As for the zone’s prominent but empty retail spaces, including a circular pavilionAs for the zone’s prominent but empty retail spaces, including a circular pavilion

rising from the sunken plaza at One Bush, it’s suggested that a “buzzy lunch spot”rising from the sunken plaza at One Bush, it’s suggested that a “buzzy lunch spot”

could go into one, while “a collection of short-term pop-ups” could fill another. Thecould go into one, while “a collection of short-term pop-ups” could fill another. The

pavilion is envisioned as holding “a highly visible downtown destination.”pavilion is envisioned as holding “a highly visible downtown destination.”

An empty walkway leads through a sunken public plaza surrounding One Bush Street at the corner of Market and SutterAn empty walkway leads through a sunken public plaza surrounding One Bush Street at the corner of Market and Sutter
streets in San Francisco.streets in San Francisco.
Jessica Christian/The ChronicleJessica Christian/The Chronicle
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But the plan is vague on how this happens, much less spelling out where theBut the plan is vague on how this happens, much less spelling out where the

money might come from to jazz things up. The idea instead is to circulate the studymoney might come from to jazz things up. The idea instead is to circulate the study

and its proposed pilot projects — starting with Leidesdorff Street, a cool three-and its proposed pilot projects — starting with Leidesdorff Street, a cool three-

block alleyway — to see what interest building owners and public agencies mightblock alleyway — to see what interest building owners and public agencies might

have.have.

Even if workers Even if workers werewere clocking in upstairs at pre-pandemic numbers, there’s no clocking in upstairs at pre-pandemic numbers, there’s no

guarantee that “Market Oasis” would magically blossom. The plan envisions aguarantee that “Market Oasis” would magically blossom. The plan envisions a

string of buoyant spaces within two short blocks, including the sunken moat-likestring of buoyant spaces within two short blocks, including the sunken moat-like

plaza and the city-owned Mechanics Plaza on the east side of Battery Street, whereplaza and the city-owned Mechanics Plaza on the east side of Battery Street, where

Tilden’s sculpture resides. There are only so many workers to go around — you canTilden’s sculpture resides. There are only so many workers to go around — you can

imagine one or two spaces coming alive, but not all of them at once, on an ongoingimagine one or two spaces coming alive, but not all of them at once, on an ongoing

basis.basis.
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Also, what happens when the novelty fades? The city’s Public Works departmentAlso, what happens when the novelty fades? The city’s Public Works department

freshened up Mechanics Plazafreshened up Mechanics Plaza back in 2014, replacing tattered wooden benches back in 2014, replacing tattered wooden benches

with bright metal street furniture while adding stands for people to recharge cellwith bright metal street furniture while adding stands for people to recharge cell

phones or fill their water bottles. The vitality ebbed within a few years. When Iphones or fill their water bottles. The vitality ebbed within a few years. When I

stopped by Monday, a grand total of one person was eating lunch on a granite blockstopped by Monday, a grand total of one person was eating lunch on a granite block

next to an empty planter.next to an empty planter.

The plan’s creators acknowledge that while snappy designs and short-term pop-The plan’s creators acknowledge that while snappy designs and short-term pop-

ups can generate buzz, they aren’t enough.ups can generate buzz, they aren’t enough.

Check the water shortage status of your area, plus see reservoir levels and a list of restrictions for theCheck the water shortage status of your area, plus see reservoir levels and a list of restrictions for the
Bay Area’s largest water districts.Bay Area’s largest water districts.

People eat lunch at the foot of a statue inside Mechanics Plaza along Market Street in San Francisco.People eat lunch at the foot of a statue inside Mechanics Plaza along Market Street in San Francisco.
Jessica Christian/The ChronicleJessica Christian/The Chronicle
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“Whatever we do has to be a campaign,” said Laura Crescimano, whose Sitelab“Whatever we do has to be a campaign,” said Laura Crescimano, whose Sitelab

Urban Studio crafted the plan for Downtown SF with John Bela and Fehr & Peers.Urban Studio crafted the plan for Downtown SF with John Bela and Fehr & Peers.

“These things happen in layers. People want to go to ‘a thing’ that’s a series of“These things happen in layers. People want to go to ‘a thing’ that’s a series of

things.”things.”

Ultimately, the value of the “action plan” might be as a tool kit to draw on, whetherUltimately, the value of the “action plan” might be as a tool kit to draw on, whether

in the Financial District or other commercial districts.in the Financial District or other commercial districts.

“I appreciate the thoughtful approach they’ve taken ... it’s a wonderful resource,”“I appreciate the thoughtful approach they’ve taken ... it’s a wonderful resource,”

said Kate Sofis, director of the San Francisco Office of Economic and Workforcesaid Kate Sofis, director of the San Francisco Office of Economic and Workforce

Development. Her office has the task at City Hall of finding ways to revive theDevelopment. Her office has the task at City Hall of finding ways to revive the

larger downtown scene. “Some of the things they want to do are exactly the thingslarger downtown scene. “Some of the things they want to do are exactly the things

wewe want to do.” want to do.”

San Francisco’s Financial District won’t be returned to its bustling heyday by aSan Francisco’s Financial District won’t be returned to its bustling heyday by a

more humane concept of public space. But small moves can add up — and withmore humane concept of public space. But small moves can add up — and with

luck, some of the ideas offered by Downtown SF can help to move things along.luck, some of the ideas offered by Downtown SF can help to move things along.

More for youMore for you

There are unexpected public spaces hidden in downtown SanThere are unexpected public spaces hidden in downtown San
Francisco. Here are 11 worth exploringFrancisco. Here are 11 worth exploring
Read NowRead Now

Is this the future of downtown San Francisco?Is this the future of downtown San Francisco?
Read NowRead Now
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John King is The San Francisco Chronicle's urban design critic, taking stock of everything from SalesforceJohn King is The San Francisco Chronicle's urban design critic, taking stock of everything from Salesforce
Tower to sea level rise and how the pandemic is redening public space. A two-time Pulitzer Prize nalist andTower to sea level rise and how the pandemic is redening public space. A two-time Pulitzer Prize nalist and
author of two books on San Francisco architecture, King joined The Chronicle in  and covered City Hallauthor of two books on San Francisco architecture, King joined The Chronicle in  and covered City Hall
before creating his current post. He is an honorary member of the American Society of Landscape Architects.before creating his current post. He is an honorary member of the American Society of Landscape Architects.
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Start your day with the Bay Area's best source for journalism.Start your day with the Bay Area's best source for journalism.
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By signing up, you agree to our By signing up, you agree to our Terms of useTerms of use and acknowledge that your information will be used as described in our  and acknowledge that your information will be used as described in our Privacy PolicyPrivacy Policy..

John King is The San Francisco Chronicle’s urban design critic. Email:John King is The San Francisco Chronicle’s urban design critic. Email:

jking@sfchronicle.comjking@sfchronicle.com Twitter:  Twitter: @johnkingsfchron@johnkingsfchron
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